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13th century charters. The earthworks are very clear and can be

seen at SD 543757. Finally, perhaps, Whittinr,ton parish should be

more closely examined. Docker is another scattered township which

may disguise a partial desertion in this area, while the Domesday

vill of Tierneby (Thirnby) now survives only in the name of a woodl
EarthYorks to theN.W. of the Uhi ttington-Kirkby Lonsdale road near

Sellet Hill (SD 6C1'f775) may mark its site. An aerial photograph by
Mr B. iioodhouse shows not only marks consistent with a hamlet but,

further up the hillside, a cireular mark which might be a Roma.no

British predecessor. The desertion of Thirnby has left no historical

record and may well have taken place quite early. If so, the site
might produce much needed evidence of 1ate-Saxon or Viking age

settlement pattern if the name is any guide.

This is by no means a comprehensive list of possible sites
but it does demonstrate that desertion did take place in Lancashire

as in other counties and that in one or two cases it took place very

early. Undoubtedly there are many other sites waiting to be found
from the air or through the study of archives.

Observations on the west side of Castle Hill' Lancaster by T.W. Potter

I
On February 28th 1974 workmen 'Who 'Were landscaping the cemetery

or. the 'West side of Castle Hill, Lancaster. came across a solid masonry

'Wall, running approximately north-south and some 26 metres to the
'West of the Church tower. Through the good offices of the verger,

Hr J. Glen, and with the enthusiastic collaboration of the workmen,
it proved possible to uncover the wall again and make a record of its

character and associated stratigraphy. The 'Wall appeared at a depth

of 50 cm. below the modern ground surface and stood to a height of
at least 1.70 m. The lowest footings of the vall 'Were however not

identified. Only the vest face vas found; this was built of small

ashlar blocks, with course heights of about 8 cm., bonded with a

good yellow cement. The core was filled vith loose uncemented rubble.
The stratigraphy to the west of the vall vas as follows:

1. Fairly clean brOY'l fill, a metre in depth.

2. Layer of rather loose grey mortar, 30 cm. in depth.

3. Brown fill with numerous human bones. No sk1.iUs were

found nor were there signs of any in situ skeletons.

The layer vas about 1.40 m. in depth.

4. layer of small boulders, up to about 30 cm. in size,

the base of the layer could not be identified, nor vas
the subsoil reached.
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The layer of boulders appeared to have been roughly cemented and

may have formed a floor. On it was found a fragment of black glass
of late medieval type and it is probably t()that period that the

wall should be assigned. Its purpose, however, remains obscure. It
could well have served as a retaining 'Wall ""ith buildings both to

east and west, but what these structures may have been is not at

present clear. \Vhat is certain is that the ground to the vest side
of the wall vas built up, probably in fairly recent times, with

soil deriving from a cemetery. More important, there was no trace
in this trench of either earlier medieval or Roman occupation; ,

presumably these layers were cut avay in late or post medieval
timesor lie even more deeply buried than the 2.70 m. depth reached
in this excavation.
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